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Comité d'Océanographie chimique

LANDSAT-1 MSS DATA AS A TDDL TD STUDY MARINE PHENDMENA

A.Ballester Nolla (*) and C.Romeu ~edwed (*)

(*) Instituto de Investigaciones Pesqueras,Barcelona,Spain

Aostract:An example of the applicability of LANDSAT MSS

imagery to solve some oceanographical problems is shown.

Preliminary results are in good agreement with the grouno

truth measurements that have been undertaken.The use of a

mathematical algorithm of the MSS channels enhances the

distinction between chlorophyll and suspended sediments.

R6sumé:Un exemple d'application des images du scanner mul

tispectral du LAN05AT pour resoudre quelques problemes

oCR8n6graphiques est montr~e.Les resultats preliminaires

obtnnus avec la méthode optique sont d'accord avec les

mAsuros pris sur place.L'utilisation d'un algorltme

mathérnatlque des canaux 4 et 5 du MSS àmélliore la separa

tion entre la clorophy~a et les sediments en suspens16n.

The LAN05AT MultispGctra~ Scanner channels four

am) ,-ive) are weIl sui ted Lu dett'3ct large area phenomena

gl'3f1prally overseen by direct ship onboard measurements. The

spectral reflectlvity of fresh-water sources in the marine

environment and of suspended sediments as weIl as chloro-
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phyll are similar on the refered channels. An attempt has

been made to distinguish betwoen the three of themby

using a linear combination followed by a rationing of both

h l Th t h t . lI' t MSS 4 - ~1 555 Kcanne s. e ma ema 1ca a gor1 hm MSS4 x

seems to be a good approximation to enhance the differen

ces between them.

Treating the computerized imagery of both channels

by analogical methods like DIAZO and AGFACONTOUR,good re

sults are obtained.The algorithm used is weIl suited to

distinguish fresh-water sourcas From sea water.Different

values of the above mentionm expression enables the dis

tinction of different pollution sources.The distinction

between chlorophyll and suspended sediments needs from the

aid of ground-truth measurements and i8 foreseen to be

possible by varying slightly the algorithme
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23. Ballester A.N., Nedwed C.R. - Landsat-1 MSS data as a tool to

study marine phenomena.

Discussion

Lapique G. (France) : ls it not necessary to have also in situ

saoplings for absolute measurernents enabling a calibration of your

charts ?

Ballester A.N. : Yes, of course and this is what we are doing now.

Sommenfeld ? (Canada) : The patterns shown offshore Spain strike

in a SE or ESE direction, or almost at right angles to the prevail

ing longshore current. ls the current too deep below the surface

to be picked up by the satellite camera? That lS, are surface w~

ters stationary or subject to other forces than the ocean currents '?

Ballester A.N. : There was a strong wind from N-NN three days be

fore.

Dejak C. (ltaly) : How many bits of inforoation per surface unit

can you have? What the cost ? ls it possible to have functions

(like temperature, for instance) directly from photographs ?

Ballester A.N. : That depends on thé display system chosen. The

system display is very simplified and economic and the best suited

for laboratories starting to study this kind of problems.

Lefti~ L. (Yugoslavia) : What is the highest resolution in oeters '?

Ballester A.N.

tion unit.

About 300x300 o. 1 hODe to get ROxSO 0 as resolu
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